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ABSTRACT

The construction industry generates different types of data from the project inception stage to project delivery. This data comes in various forms and formats which surpass the data management, integration and analysis capabilities of existing project intelligence tools used within the industry. Several tasks in the project lifecycle bear implications for the efficient planning and delivery of construction projects. Setting up right profit margins and its continuous tracking as projects progress are vital management tasks that require data-driven decision support. Existing profit estimation measures use a company or industry wide benchmarks to guide these decisions. These benchmarks are oftentimes unreliable as they do not factor in project-specific variations. As a result, projects are wrongly estimated using uniform rates that eventually end up with entirely unusual margins either due to underspends or overruns. This study proposed a project analytics approach where Big Data is harnessed to understand the profitability distribution of different types of construction projects. To this end, Big Data architecture is recommended, and a prototype implementation is shown to store and analyse large amounts of projects data. Our data analysis revealed that profit margins evolve, and the profitability performance varies across several project attributes. These insights shall be incorporated as knowledge to machine learning algorithms to predict project margins accurately. The proposed approach enabled the fast exploration of data to understand the underlying pattern in the profitability performance for different types of construction projects.

1. Introduction

The construction industry is a hypercompetitive, project-based industry. Firms need to be at the best of project planning and control to make sustainable profits. A slight planning oversight can lead to severe problems during the project delivery stage [1]. Setting up the right profit margin for a construction project is one of those vital planning tasks which are carried out without considering project-specific intricacies. As a result, projects lose margins during the delivery stage due to additional costs incurred due to reworks or unanticipated new works [2]. Firms can get bankrupt due to making losses on a few construction projects. The issue of margin erosion is sometimes attributed to the poor estimation practices used currently within the industry. There are several opportunities for utilising digital technologies to revitalise the project planning and control workflows in order to remain competitive in the industry. Firms can undertake decisions like margin estimation in a more informed fashion by harnessing all types of data available for the projects.

The introduction of Building Information Modelling (BIM) has improved the availability of data in the construction sector [3]. Firms accumulate projects data, right from the opportunity selection stage to successful project delivery. This data arises in many forms and formats. Besides, the volume, variety and the speed at which this data is generated make it classified as Big Data. However, the users are getting increasingly frustrated as the data is siloed in different systems, and there is no unified view to analyse this data to answer task-specific questions accurately. Existing tools in the industry, based on the notion of project intelligence, explore these data in a backward manner, which are suitable to run regular construction project management reports [4,5]. These tools are ideal for producing listings and asking close-ended questions that involve summaries or aggregates. This overwhelming project data can be utilised in a forward manner to revitalise numerous tasks like profit margin estimation. This capability can enable the estimators to factor-in project specific insight and generate reliable estimates. This research proposes a project analytics approach as a key technology to meaningfully process all forms of construction data.
data to answer task-specific questions through data-driven insights.

Big Data technologies have an enormous potential to efficiently handle large amounts of project data using a cluster of commodity servers [6,7]. There is a huge interest in harnessing Big Data for analytics, to not only understand large volumes of data through advanced statistical and visualisation methods but also develop predictive models to inform future decisions through data-driven insights [8]. These insights are vital to inform decisions about future implications of project decisions which can empower the project team to foresee end-of-life state of projects and forecast actual project performance by then [9]. The computational requirement of interventions like project analytics thereby calls for the applications Big Data Analytics [8]. Such intervention is key to revitalise the construction industry and offers opportunities for planning and controlling construction projects through data-driven insights. This synergistic integration of Big Data technologies with project analytics promises huge opportunities for growth within the industry.

This study is part of more extensive research that aims to develop a construction simulation platform for project analytics. The platform will provide data-driven insights to different users of the system for optimally performing project tasks. This platform entails multi-disciplinary efforts and knowledge from both technology professionals and project delivery experts. This study is the first step in that direction and contributes to the research by proposing, implementing and validating a Big Data architecture for construction project analytics. We developed critical components for storing and analysing project data using Big Data technologies. The prototype platform is evaluated through understanding the issue of profitability performance in construction projects. It is revealed during our exploratory analysis that profit margins tend to deviate substantially from what was initially planned in estimates. These variations need to be explored, and their relationship with specific project attributes need to be uncovered. With this objective, large volumes of construction projects data are loaded and analysed in this paper. Key findings revealed that profit margins evolve and profitability performance varies across project attributes. Such insights shall be considered while developing machine learning algorithms for forecasting margins. The proposed Big Data platform enabled us to quickly explore and understand these insights from large volumes of project data.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: In the next section, the research methodology of the paper is presented. Section 3 discusses the relevance of Big Data in construction industry along with strengths and weaknesses of competing Big Data platforms for project analytics. Section 4 explains the proposed Big Data architecture for profitability analytics. In section 5, the prototype deployment strategy is discussed. Section 6 describes the analysis performed over Big Data prototype to understand the profitability performance in construction projects. In section 7, conclusions are presented along with the directions for future work.

2. Research methodology and focus

Profitability performance evaluation is one of the main pillars of project analytics. To fully understand the domain of project analytics, several focused group interviews (FGIs) were carried out with the domain experts from the construction industry involving bid directors, estimators, project managers and foremen. They highlighted a large number of perspectives to project analytics based on their own level of engagement. All FGIs interactions were recorded, transcribed and analysed to extract the key theme for analysis and the development of project analytics platform. A detailed business specifications document was prepared from the findings of FGIs. In Fig. 1 shows a subset of these requirements intended for construction project planning. These specifications were then analysed with respect to their computational requirements for data storage and analysis to determine the right set of big data technologies. System analysts with varying degree of experience in enterprise IT infrastructure and software development were engaged. It is realised that the development of entire platform involves a diverse set of technology artefacts to be synergistically integrated.

This led to the development of Big Data architecture to place these diverse technologies in a way that could be easily translated into a prototype to evaluate the adequacy of technology for performing analytics underpinned by various project related tasks. Once the architectural components have been agreed, a prototype implementation is performed to quickly enable construction workers to use the system to answer different types of queries and test their hypothesis.

The profitability performance varies across the construction projects. There is not much literature on this topic to understand the relationship between profit margins and key attributes of construction projects. To understand the relationship between profitability performance and project attributes, data from a large number of systems is integrated into the prototype Big Data enabled storage layer. Some of these systems include Telematics, Oracle financials, CRM, Google Earth, KML, Business Objects, General Ledger, Mobile Inventory, Project Control Database, Procurement & Payments System, Job Costing Reports, Primavera, and Digital Briefcase. A generic schema to standardise the data elements from these diverse data sources is established and this data is integrated into the platform for analysis. Various data elements required for project analytics for 2709 projects were curated. It comprised 5.7 million cells. These data elements were combined by these projects. For this research, project attributes like region, client, voltage, duration, start and end dates, workstreams, work types, and project types were needed that were combined from additional sources like Oracle financials and CRM. The final list contained 1,048 projects where all project attributes needed in this analysis were considered.

This data is investigated to understand how profit margins fluctuate with respect to various project attributes. Structured query language (SQL) queries were used to analyse data from the platform. Listing 1 shows an example SQL query used to retrieve the summary statistics.

![SQL command to retrieve summary stats for all projects.](image)

The overall aim was to retrospectively investigate this relationship in the past projects and use that knowledge to inform the decision-making for new opportunities. The results were discussed with industry experts working on construction projects to validate the legitimacy of our findings. A number of flaws in the data analysis were highlighted in our initial discussions of results. They guided the analytics process to include the most relevant projects in the analysis. As a result, several projects were excluded before the final analysis are carried out. The results presented in this study are based on the final set of 1,048 projects which remained the most relevant after a series of filters are applied.
3. Big Data Analytics—Literature review

The term Big Data is first coined by Diebold [7] as an emerging availability of the massive amounts of potentially relevant datasets. Laney [10] identified Big Data to have three defining characteristics—also called 3Vs of Big Data—including (1) Volume (terabytes, petabytes of data and beyond) (2) Variety (heterogeneous formats like text, sensors, audio, video, graphs and more) (3) Velocity (continuous streams of the data). According to Jacobs [4], Big Data is the kind of data whose size compels the community to look beyond state-of-the-art data management and analysis technologies. So, Big Data is relative and will always be there. Tomorrow’s data might not work with today’s technologies. Gartner definition of Big Data is high volume, velocity and variety of information that necessitate cost-effective, innovative forms of information processing for enhanced insights and decision-making [11]. Systematically analysing Big Data to identify underlying trends is the top strategic agenda of many modern businesses [12–14].

There is a growing curiosity in the construction industry to utilise the information in Big Data for analytical purposes [15]. Big Data Analytics is the enabling toolbox for knowledge discovery from massive datasets. Companies today are not only interested in describing past data through exploratory analytics, but they are more keen about uncovering the latent trends to forecast future events through predictive analytics [5,8]. Business insights are hidden inside the data. These insights could have the potential to reshape the entire business through the data-driven decision-making. The early identification, understanding and reaction to hidden trends in data is a competitive edge for companies [10,16].

Various Big Data platforms have been developed so far with varying capabilities. The selection of a right tools for the given application requires an in-depth knowledge of these platforms [12]. Notably, in the case of analytical applications like the profitability prediction and monitoring, the capability of the tools to adapt to emerging workload outweighs the rest of selection criteria. Big Data platforms are of two kinds, the horizontal scaling (HSPs) and the vertical scaling platforms (VSPs) [5]. The HSPs distribute processing across multiple servers and scale out to the huge workloads by adding more machines to the cluster. The VSPs carry out the computation on a single server and scaling up to the emerging workload by upgrading the processor or memory or hardware. For the sake of this study, the scope of discussions is kept limited to HSPs. Notably, the Apache Hadoop and Berkeley Big Data Analytics Stack (BDAS). Their selection is informed by the data management and computational requirements of the proposed profitability analytics architecture. These provisions include (but not limited to) supporting iterative algorithms, handling compute-intensive tasks and providing near real-time visualisations to support end users tasks. Interested readers are suggested to read more about other competing Big Data platforms in Ref. [5].

The synergistic integration of digital innovations with project analytics can revolutionise the industry. The resulting intervention will provide firms with solutions to optimise projects through data-driven insights which will likely to enhance the overall profitability performance and efficiency of the industry.

4. Proposed Big Data Architecture

In this section, the proposed Big Data architecture for project analytics is explained (see Fig. 2). Business specifications were used to identify core computational and storage requirements, which led to inclusion of various components in the architecture. These components are organised into several layers based on their relatedness. There are five key layers in the architecture.

![Fig. 1. Business specifications to Big Data architecture.](image1)

![Fig. 2. An overview of proposed big data architecture for project analytics.](image2)
4.1. Big data sources layer

This layer is conceived to handle the data integration from diverse construction projects data produced by the construction industry. This layer handles two types of data. Firstly, the historical data of all construction projects, including design, opportunities, bidding, estimates, finances, project plans, job costing reports, health and safety, to name a few. This data is captured once and used several times in exploratory and predictive analytics. Traditional Big Data technologies like relational databases can handle this kind of data. Secondly, the real-time data of construction projects, which has to be captured at real-time. It usually involves streaming data received from various sources like job costing reports, telematics or site progress tracking. Specialised Big Data technologies like Kafka [17], Flume [18], Sqoop [19], and Flink [20] are designed to handle diverse streaming data. This study used Flume for capturing projects data from job costing reports to monitor the profitability performance with every transaction occurring on the project to report the live updates. Most data sources, whether streaming or historical, require data standardisation for which we employed domain-specific ontologies.

4.2. Big data storage layer

This layer is responsible for handling the data storage of construction projects. The data is loaded to the staging area for pre-processing, standardisation and cleansing. Data inside the staging area is deleted once it is processed and stored into the actual tables used within the application. The persisted data stay longer as it is utilised in the development of predictive models. This data is often of good quality as most issues related to standardisation, missing values and outliers have been fixed during the pre-processing stage. We used Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) for managing the data within the staging area while employed Resource Description Framework (RDF) enabled Network Data Model (NDM) for storing the persistent data. Additionally, this layer also stores the data related to predictive models. This include model weights along with pre-processing used during the model training. Most of the models-related data is stored using predictive model mark-up language (PMML) for interoperability with diverse machine learning systems.

4.3. Big Data Analytics layer

This layer is responsible for enabling technologies to develop and test predictive models to understand not only large amounts of projects data but also forecasting critical components of construction projects. These tasks entail huge expressivity to describe the analytical problem and then run it to perform specific analysis. For the sake of this paper, we analysed the profitability performance across various project attributes and used Structured Query Language (SQL) for performing the descriptive analytics to understand this relationship. Parallel processing and distributed computation are enabled at this layer through Big Data technologies like Apache Spark. Spark is reported to outperform other parallel processing tools like Map Reduce due to its built-in capabilities of in-memory computation Dean [16]. We harnessed the Spark capabilities like SparkR, PySpark, MLLib, and GraphX to support various types of user analysis. These technologies enable the data processing underpinning different analysis at speed for effective project planning and control.

4.4. Big data applications layer

This layer enables access to analytics services via domain-specific end-user applications. Various types of applications can harness the project analytics architecture including mobile, web and desktop. We developed a web application to interact with project analytics services to efficiently plan and control construction projects. Java Enterprise Edition (Java EE) features like Web Services, Java Server Faces, Java Servlets, Enterprise Java Beans and Java Messaging were utilised. JDeveloper 12c is used for developing the prototype system. JUnit is employed for testing the functionality of the architecture, and Weblogic 12c server is used to deploy the application.

4.5. Big data supporting services layer

This layer provides the services related to the adaptive user interface, interactive visualisation and security of the system. All other layers harness these services. User interface services include page templates, skins and declarative components to support the development of domain-specific applications. The UI controls can be adapted according to end-user proficiency. The architecture is designed to harness the enterprise software security features of the Java EE, which underlies the Java platform security (JPS) to ensure secure web services. Besides, data security is ensured using virtual private database (VPD), which is a state-of-the-art security configuration to safeguard data from unauthorised users. The VPD allows row-level security (RLS) where users can only see rows which they are granted the access.

5. Prototype deployment of architecture

The prototype deployment of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 3. Key technologies used in deployment include:

1. Virtualisation platform: VM hypervisor is configured on a stand-alone host with heightened specifications, i.e., Quad Core CPU, 128G memory and 20TB storage. We used virtualisation to ensure better management of resources and agility to upgrade or downgrade the prototype. Five VMs are created. Two VMs (primary & standby) were used to manage web and database servers each. This is to ensure data protection and maximum availability.

2. Database server: Oracle database 12c is used with Real Application Cluster (RAC) configured to take care of the storage related to the project analytics application.

3. Hadoop cluster: One VM is used for Hadoop cluster to store diverse data coming from external systems. This data is mainly stored as
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6. Profitability performance analysis

In this section, the proposed architecture is evaluated using exploratory data analysis, and some preliminary results are drawn. Past ten years of data of construction projects are loaded and analysed. The goal of this evaluation is to confirm the adequacy of the proposed architectural components for descriptive analytics. In this context, some results are provided that are obtained next. Interestingly, the findings of this research reveal that profit margins vary significantly across various project attributes.

6.1. Distribution of profit margin

We begin our analysis by looking at the overall distribution of profit margin. Profit margin is an essential metric that carries critical insights to understand profitability performance and quickly identify when projects are not performing well. Since this is a complex topic, we needed to understand the distribution of profit margin to understand profitability performance in construction projects. To this end, we aggregated data on project costs from Oracle financials with data from sales systems to compute profit margins. Only completed projects were considered in this analysis.

Table 1 shows the summary statistics for 1048 projects. Median and average profit margins are 19.46% and 21.48%, respectively. Their closer proximity indicates the data distribution is sound for predictive modelling. However, the data spread is long as depicted by a range of $\pm 93.81%$ (projects having big losses) to 100% (projects with enormous profits) with a large standard deviation of 26.58%. This reveals an enormous shift in profitability performance across projects. This variance is often attributed to using uniform rates during margin estimation. The acceptable tolerance for variance in profit margin shall be in $\pm 20$ range [21], which is obviously not the case in the underlying data.

We explored this trend further by dividing projects into several groups. Fig. 4 shows inverted histogram to visualise this distribution. For typical data distribution, histogram forms a symmetrical bell-curve. Fig. 4 shows skewed distribution towards the profit side, which gives the impression that the company accrued profits on many (86%) projects. Only a few (14%) projects are on the loss side. This interpretation is misleading as the company actual profit starts after 8% after the company overheads are subtracted from the profit. With this insight, the distribution shifts and 24% projects fall on the lossside, whereas 76% on profit. So, 793 projects made profits and 250 projects ran into losses. The results of the binomial statistical test of $P < 0.02$ means that there is a statistically significant fluctuation between projects that run into losses to the ones that made profits. If we expand the eligible profit boundaries by adding 20% to both sides of average margin (21.48%) as expected tolerance, 56% projects fall on the profit side whereas 44% on the lossside, which reveals a huge disparity and poor profitability performance practices. Our discussions with the estimators revealed that poor estimation from constructors or clients side often lead to such situation in projects. It sometimes put projects in severe cash flow problems during the project delivery stage. More reliable approaches are requested for profit margin estimation in the construction projects.

6.2. Profit margin trend

It is a general perception that the profit margin remains in a constant range across construction projects. The most prevalent range within the sector falls between 10% and 15% of the total sales value. Some industries like Transport have revealed that gross margins bear no relationship with the time, and it neither increases nor decreases with time. Oil and gas industry have also reported similar findings. There is not much literature in the construction industry to explain this trend. We did analyses to evaluate profit margins trend in construction projects.

Fig. 5 explains this trend for the past ten years of completed construction projects. It is evident in the chart that the profit margin has gradually increased. The rate of change, though, has sharply decreased. A closer look at the chart reveals two major trends. The first one is a sharp and abrupt increase in margins between 2008 and 2012. Margins increased from 10% to 19.89% during this time. The second trend is for projects between 2013 and 2017, which small but steady increase. Overall, the average profit margin evolved from 9.82% to 21.48%, with an average rate of change of 1.17% yearly. This rate increased abruptly in 2010 and 2012 by 3.45% and 3.8%, respectively. As a whole, the rate of change was high until 2014. After that, profit margins converged around 21%. The average increase in margins for the past three years is 0.06%. Data shows a slightly upward trend between profit margin and time.

We grouped projects into two clusters, namely pre-2014 and post-2014, to check the significance of difference statistically in the growth. These clusters were studied using one-way ANOVA t-test. The test results revealed a p-value of $P < 0.02$ that indicate a significant statistical difference. The reason behind the sharp upward trend in pre-2014 is deliberated with industry experts. They listed several reasons. The most apparent one was the new entry into this business. The firm was eager to get more projects without care for huge profits. Margins evolved as the firms established in this business which is revealed by the data. However, they still struggle to decide right profit margins, which impact their bidding by losing many opportunities. This evolving trend shall be considered in forecasting for profit margins of new projects.

6.3. The impact of region on profit margins

Every region has its own peculiarities so a region may affect profit margins of construction projects. Some researchers have found its
Fig. 4. Profitability performance distribution in construction projects.

Fig. 5. Profit margins trend.
association with different project activities. Flyvbjerg et al. [22] identified varying cost overruns across different regions. Olaniran et al. [23] observed that project location affects technical and installation tasks in projects. Alexander Hall & Delille [21] identified weather, surface condition, soil condition, remoteness, and availability of materials are key to determine the profitability performance in projects. Currently, there is limited literature on how profit margins get affected by different region-specific characteristics. This section provides some basic insights across seven regions in the dataset. Table 2 shows the summary statistics across these regions. A cursory look reveals that data distribution is uneven across regions. Region 2 has the largest share of projects at about 30.01%, followed by Region 3 with 26.56%, Region 6 with 18.7%, Region 5 with 17.93%, Region 4 with 3.55%, International with 3.07%, and Region 5 having 0.19%.

Most projects are from Region 2, Region 3, Region 5 and Region 6 whereas, the mainstream profit arises from Region 3 (36.09%) and Region 6 (30.79%). The average profit margin varies significantly across different regions. Region 1 has the highest profit margin of 61.22%; however, the number of projects undertaken in Region 1 are few, and hence the region can’t be considered the most profitable region. Pointedly, projects in Region 1 are mainly Minor – small projects. Region 2 and Region 3 have a large number of projects and have the highest profit margins of 30.09% and 20.09%, respectively. Wales/South West and Region 5 in these regions with profit margins at 18.98% and 17.62%, respectively. Region 6 and International projects are least profitable at 15.14% and 10.91%, respectively. Some of the projects in the Region 2, Region 3 and Region 6 have margins less than – 90%, which shows serious profitability issues in those regions. Except for the Region 1, the majority of regions have incurred losses on projects. Some regions like Region 4 shows both extremes losses (~1.82%) and huge profit (100%). There are several reasons for such extreme profits. However, this analysis shows huge variations in terms of profit margins and losses by project regions. The statistical One-way ANOVA test is performed to see how profit margins based on regions. The result (P = 4.514e-11) reveals significant statistical variance in profit margins by regions. This shows that regions influence profit margins distinguishably. This interaction must be captured in profit estimation systems.

6.4. The impact of project type on profit margins

Project types impose specific design and operational specifications. These include (i) greenfield and (ii) brownfield projects. Greenfield projects are newly conceived projects, which are often carried out in the undeveloped sites. These projects tend to be flexible regarding design changes and can easily be adapted to the current legislation needs or operational requirements. These projects also need access routes to sites and require planning permissions before their execution. On the downside, it is always hard to find locally skilled labour or historical data explaining the ground realities. In contrary, brownfield projects are aimed at modifying existing facilities. Modifications include extensions or renovations. These projects tend to have historical data, prior permissions, existing infrastructure, and in some cases, prior local experience. However, these projects have limited design flexibility, predefined operational efficiency, and in many cases, produce waste due to demolition. Some industries have explored this relationship [24,25]. It is revealed that brownfield projects often incur cost overruns whereas companies make good profits on greenfield projects. We explored this peculiarity in construction projects data.

Table 3 shows the summary statistics based on project type. The dataset included a large number of greenfield projects which constituted 90% whereas remaining 10% were brownfield projects. Accordingly, greenfield projects have high total value, i.e., (78.9%), and average profit margins of (82.83%). Brownfield projects constituted 21.1% of project value and made 17.1% of the total profit. The average profit margin for greenfield projects is higher (22.4%) with projects fall with extreme profits within the range of – 93.81% and 100%. Similarly, brownfield projects have smaller average profit margins (13.11%) with projects fall in extreme range of – 54% and 89%. This fact confirms the findings of other industries. The industry experts highlighted that brownfield projects are susceptible to huge cost overruns. The spread of margins for project type is wide due to higher values of standard deviation, i.e., 27.12% and 19.15%. These wider spreads also expose unreliable approaches used in the industry for predicting profit margins.

6.5. The impact of workstream on profit margins

Firms employ several workstreams to ensure financial sustainability and stability. This strategy also enables more opportunities for growth and reduces the risks of bankruptcy if a particular workstream fails. The dataset includes three workstreams, including (i) overhead power transmission lines (OHL), (ii) cabling, and (ii) substation. The OHL involves the construction of electrical power transmission and distribution projects to carry the bulk of electrical energy over the vast distance. The substation consists of the development of infrastructures to store the electricity transmitted over transmission lines. Cabling
projects involve the development of infrastructures to distribute electricity from substations to consumers. The industry experts believed that profit margins vary by workstreams. This relationship is thereby investigated and explained here.

Table 4 shows summary statistics across different workstreams. Cabling projects are abundance, covering 73.54% of data. OHL followed cabling that comprised 20.04% of data. Substation projects were fewer, i.e., 6.42%. The firm has delivered 59.61% cabling, 36.97% OHL and 3.42% substation projects. Similarly, 52.3% profit arose from cabling, followed by OHL with 21.16% and finally substation projects with 19.21% profit. Overall, OHL projects are fewer than cabling projects, but the revenue accrued from these projects is substantial. OHL projects gained more profits by having the average profit margin of 41.3%, and range of – 93.18% and 100%. Cabling projects, despite their vast number, come next in terms of making profits (i.e. 21.16%), and range of – 92.74% and 100%. Finally, substation projects have the least profit margins of 19.21%, and range of – 37.12% and 97.39%. These insights are useful for business development teams while selecting profitable opportunities and creating estimates.

6.6. The impact of sector on profit margins

The relationship between profit margins and sector is also very complicated since sector-related factors influence project activities invariably. There is no literature to describe this non-trivial relationship in construction projects. The dataset included five sectors, namely (i) Power and energy, (ii) Roads and highways, (iii) Telecommunications, (iv) Transport, and (v) Others. Table 5 shows summary statistics of profit margins by sectors. Sectors have a varying proportion of projects in the dataset. Majority of projects (84.66%) are of Power & Energy sector, followed by Others with 5.43%.

The transport sector has the smallest project value constituting 20.04% of all projects. In terms of profitability, 90.88% profit arose from Power & Energy sector, followed by Others sectors with 5.19%. Some sectors such as Telecom, Road & Highways, and Transport projects have the least amounts of profit on projects. The average profit margin in these sectors falls within the range of 5.25% and 25.33%. Others sectors highest profit margins up to 25.33%, with projects having varied profits ranging from – 93.81% to 100%. However, the number of projects in Others sector (i.e., 5.75%) is too small relative to the sectors mentioned earlier.

The data has more projects of Power & Energy sector, where the firm has made an average profit margin of 22.75%, just above the overall average profit margin of 21.48%. Profit falls drastically in Telecom, Roads & Highways, and Transport projects until 10% and below. In summary, the difference in profits made by the firm varies significantly across various sectors that reveals a sector-aware sensitivity on construction projects.

6.7. The impact of work type on profit margins

Construction projects can further be classified based on the types of work. Since different work types involve various activities, they are likely to influence profit margins differently. Construct only, Design & Build, Extend, Existing Maintenance, Pre-construction services, Refurbishment, and Supply only, are seven types of works, recorded in the dataset. There were some non-standard entries listed in the dataset, which are adequately handled through the data cleansing process. There is no literature informing how work types affect profit margins in projects. This section explains our findings to fill this knowledge gap.

Table 6 shows summary statistics by work types. In terms of sample size, 37.39% of projects are New Build, followed by Maintenance and projects, comprising 0.96% share. In terms of total project value, 88.59% of projects are of Power & Energy sector, second by Others with 5.43%.

The relationship between profit margins and sector is also very complicated since sector-related factors influence project activities invariably. There is no literature to describe this non-trivial relationship in construction projects. The dataset included five sectors, namely (i) Power and energy, (ii) Roads and highways, (iii) Telecommunications, (iv) Transport, and (v) Others.
Table 7  
Summary statistics based on contract types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contractual Types</th>
<th>Number of Projects</th>
<th>Project Value</th>
<th>Profit Made</th>
<th>Summary Stats of Gross Profit Margin (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>By Value</td>
<td>By (%)</td>
<td>By Value (in 100k)</td>
<td>By (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alliance Agreement</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>£46.08</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedule of Rates</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>34.04</td>
<td>£1258.59</td>
<td>10.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lump Sum</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>29.43</td>
<td>£8867.94</td>
<td>24.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Contract Involvement</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>£12.34</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framework Agreement</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>£388.98</td>
<td>3.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>13.81</td>
<td>£30151.15</td>
<td>26.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Cost</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>£357.07</td>
<td>3.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remeasurable</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>£774.25</td>
<td>6.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost Reimbursable</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>7.38</td>
<td>£2207.80</td>
<td>18.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design &amp; Build</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>£584.08</td>
<td>4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construct Only</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>£130.49</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply Only</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>£13.93</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term Maintenance</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>£6.35</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Refurbishment projects with 29.4% and 28.76% share, respectively. A few projects are of Preconstruction and Supply only types that form 0.77% and 3.64% of data. New Build projects the highest of total project value (i.e., 47.38%). They are seconded by Refurbishment projects with a value of 45.95%. Maintenance project, despite their enormous size, i.e., 29.43%, their total project value is smaller, i.e., 5.53%.

The cumulative value of Preconstruction services and Supply only projects is 1.13%. Refurbishment projects topped other work types in terms of profits made (30.94%) which are followed by New Build projects where the firm makes 41.3% of profit. The average profit margin falls in the range of 17.56% and 29.01%. Maintenance projects are found to have the highest margins (29.01%). Preconstruction services and Supply only projects have large profit margins of 26.99% and 23.52%, respectively. Refurbishments and New Build projects made relatively smaller profits of 18.46% and 17.56%, respectively.

The industry experts perceived New Build to make more profits than refurbishment ones (Chen et al., 2015). However, this trend is found wrong in the data. A primary reason for this is that the majority of New builds are high-valued projects. This fact reveals work types influence margins differentely and shall be considered in the predictive modelling tasks.

6.8. The impact of contract type on profit margins

This section explores the relationship between profit margins and contractual project type. The contract type is a legal binding between the client and the contractor explicitly describing essential terms concerning the construction project. The industry professionals have preferences for certain types of contracts as they believe those types ensure planned margins. However, no literature work to corroborate or falsify this assumption. Contract types found in the dataset include: (1) Alliance Agreement, (2) Schedule of Rates, (3) Lump Sum, (4) Early Contract Involvement, (5) Framework Agreement, (6) Traditional, (7) Target Cost, (8) Remeasurable, (9) Cost Reimbursable, (10) Design & Build, (11) Construct Only, (12) Supply Only and (13) Term Maintenance.

Table 7 shows summary statistics of profitability performance of construction projects based on the contractual types. Contractual types vary based on their number of projects in the data. There are a large number of Schedule of Rates type projects, i.e., 34.04%, followed by Lump Sum and Traditional types, having 29.43% and 13.81% projects, respectively. A small number of projects are Cost Reimbursable (7.38%), Framework Agreement (4.6%), Remeasurable (3.55%) and the rest. Traditional and Lump Sum contracts have the highest project value, i.e., 26.69% and 24.44%, respectively. They are followed by Schedule of Rates, with projects of worth 10% of the entire projects.

The firm has made a considerable profit, i.e., 34.48% from the Traditional contracts, followed by 24.44% from the Lump Sum contracts. Reimbursable and Schedule of Rates contracts also have a significant profit share of 11.06% and 10.9%, respectively. The average margin of projects falls within the range of −1.41% and 43.67%. Alliance Agreement contracts are found to have the highest profit margin of 43.67% — however, this contract has a small number of projects in the data. Schedule of Rates projects are also plentiful in data (34.04%) and the company has made huge profit margins of 26.33% in those projects. Lump Sum and Early Contract Involvement projects have excellent profitability performance of 22.17% and 21.32% respectively. Design & Build, Construction only, Supply only, and Term maintenance projects are amongst the least profitable contracts with profitability performance 10.58%, 10.57%, 7.48%, and −1.41%, respectively.

This fact reveals a substantial diversity of making profits based on different contract types. Overall, it is clear from the results profitability performance vary significantly by varying contractual types.

6.9. The impact of duration on profit margins

Project duration is another project attribute that carries a great insight to see variations of profit margins in construction projects. Making huge profits in short-term projects than long-term projects is often more desirable. However, there exists no literature to learn how this relationship holds in construction projects. This section provides some insights to fill this knowledge gap. To carry out this analysis, some project features such as the project start and project end dates are used to form various clusters of projects by duration. A new feature is, therefore, created with following discrete categories, including (i) Up to 1 year (ii) Up to 2 years (iii) Up to 3 years (iv) Up to 4 years(v) Up to 5 years (vi) Up to 6 years (vii) and 7 years & above.

Table 8 shows summary statistics for the profitability performance based on project duration. Projects in each project duration category are not equally distributed. Projects Up to 3 years are largest in the data, i.e., 33.27%, followed by the second largest are projects of Up to 4 years (21.09%). Projects of Up to 5 years come next with 19.18%. Projects of Up to 2 years are the least, i.e., (2.97%). 9.4% of all projects are the ones that span 7 years & above.

The company has delivered projects of total project value in Up to 3 years (35.44%) and Up to 4 years (35.25%) categories. The projects Up to 5 years have a total worth of 13.25%. More profits are made in projects of Up to 3 years (33.32%) and Up to 4 years (46.25%). A good amount of profit (10.22%) is made from the projects of 7 years & above. The rate of change of gross profit margins across the project duration is significant. The average profit margins fall in the range of 6.02% and 27.62%. There is a clear variability trend in the data. Projects of Up to 3 years (27.62%), Up to 4 years (25.3%), and Up to 2 years (24.47%) have the highest profitability performance. Whereas, projects of longer duration than 4
years reduce profit margins drastically. This is evident from Up to 5 years (16.75%), Up to 6 years (14.44%), and 7 years & above (6.02%). A similar pattern of low profits is revealed for the short-term projects of Up to 1 year (19.97%). In short, the profit margins on completion are found higher for Up to 2 years, Up to 3 years, and Up to 4 years, whereas smaller profits are exhibited for short term projects of Up to 1 year and the long term projects of 5 years and beyond. Long-term projects are susceptible to more problems due to long durations that result in cost overruns (Chen, Liu, & Wei, 2013). The analysis clearly revealed a trend in the project duration, and the way profit margins are anticipated on construction projects.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we demonstrated the Big Data approach for project analytics to understand the profitability performance of construction projects. Project analytics enables us to look at diverse construction data in a forward-looking manner to comprehend the domain better using data-driven insights. We proposed Big Data architecture for which a prototype implementation is provided. Various components of the architecture are derived from our focused group interviews (FGIs) with domain experts to capture the requirements for project analytics. The prototype architecture is evaluated for exploratory analytics to understand the domain of profit margins in construction projects. To this end, a large number of construction projects are loaded into the Big Data storage and evaluated using advanced Structured Query Language (SQL) commands and statistical methods.

Our analysis revealed that the way firms gain profits on construction projects varies significantly by project attributes. Existing uniform rate based profit margin based profitability estimation and monitoring approaches are unreliable. It is a norm in the industry that most construction projects begin with planned margins and eventually end up having entirely different margins. This trend is largely attributed to inadequate estimation approaches like following a company or industry-wide benchmarks. These benchmarks are stale and mostly unable to capture project specific nuances. However, there is no evidence that project specific details impact the way a firm attains profit margins. We analysed various project attributes and their impact on profit margins. We found that profit margins evolve, and the profitability performance varies across several project attributes. These insights call for the consideration of project specific knowledge during training the machine learning algorithms to predict profit margins accurately. The proposed Big Data architecture enabled us to quickly explore vast amounts of projects data to see swiftly underlying trends, and understand the relationship between profit margins and project attributes.

This study is the part of a larger research project that intends to develop a construction simulation tool for project analytics. The proposed Big Data architecture will serve the majority of data storage and computational needs required to implement a furnished construction simulation tool. This intervention will enable various stakeholders involved in the delivery of construction projects to analyse data from multiple dimensions to make decisions based on evidence and machine learning insights. We plan to develop a large number of machine learning models based on similar insights to support estimators and projects in carrying out project-specific tasks in a much informed fashion.
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